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Have you seen MultiConveyor in the new
Packaging Guide?

Learn how we saved both floor space and money!
Multi-Conveyor recently provided a multiple lane
table top conveyor system incorporating a 4 to 1 merge
for cartons. Although the packaged snack food
manufacturer originally requested three 2:1 combiners,
Multi-Conveyor offered an economical 4:1 solution which
saved the client both floor space and money.
The system incorporates four lanes of pneumatically
actuated clamping devices and blade stops that are used
to control the traffic of four rows of product and merge
them seamlessly down to one lane for delivery to a
palletizing system.
The clamps and blade stops operate automatically by
sensing product back-up in each lane while in production
mode, or, they can be closed prior to product arrival when
a predetermined stoppage in the line is necessary.
Electronic sensors are used to determine back-up
conditions, detect product presence at the devices, notify
when devices are clear for actuation. The sensor
feedback dictates sequenced product release and line
conditions.
The entire solution integrated table style top and
modular plastic belt conveyors, five (5) single-lane incline
and two (2)double-lane decline spiral... (read full
article here - you'll be glad you did!)

Packaging Strategies, Food &
Beverage Packaging and
Flexible Packaging have joined
forces to recently introduce
The Packaging Guide
which features some of the
industry's leading manufacturers
in a new online directory.
Catering to food, beverage,
flexible, pharmaceutical and
household product packaging,
Multi-Conveyor believes that
this portal will grow to become a
premier resource for the
packaging industry and are
happy to be a part of this
inaugural program.

Thanks for stopping!
Multi-Conveyor sends a special
thank you to all of the people that
visited our booth at the recent
Wisconsin Cheese Industry
Conference.

